Observations of the icy Galilean satellites, conducted during 1987-1991 with the Arccibo 13-cm system and the Goldstone 3.5-cm system, yield significant improvements in our knowledge of the satellites' radar properties. Hardly any wavelength dependence is seen for either the total power radar albedo 
The purpose of this paper is to report results of Arecibo and Goldstone radar observations of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto during 1987-1991. Our Arecibo (2380-MHz, 13-cm) observations used a radar system about 3 times more sensitive than any available during Jupiter's previous passage (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) through the northern declinations accessible to Arecibo, and our Goldstone (8495-MHz, 3.5-cm) observations used a system about as sensitive as Arecibo was in the late 1970s; see Table 1 . The objectives of our observations were to (1) determine the satellites' radar albedos, polarization ratios, and angular scattering laws as functions of wavelength and rotation phase; (2)search for albedo features and polarization features in the echo spectra and determine the surface locations of those features; and (3) measure echo Doppler frequencies to refine our knowledge of the satellites' orbits. Section 2 describes how we made the observations and how we reduced the data to single-date, dual-polarization power spectra. Section 3 describes how we analyzed those spectra. Section 4 discusses the disk-integrated measurements and presents statistics that summarize those results. Section 5, which is devoted to diskresolved results, discusses evidence for radar features on the satellites and presents radar albedo maps that, albeit crude, permit inferences about the relationship between radar features and geologic features. Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Observing procedures at Arecibo and Goldstone were fundamentally similar. Each "run" consisted of transmission of a highly monochromatic, continuous wave (CW) signal for a duration close to the roundtrip light time (typically about 1.2 hours; see Table 2 ) between the radar and the target, i.e., until the first echoes were about to return, followed by reception of echoes for a similar duration. Observations are listed chronologically. We give the start and stop times (hhmm) of data reception, the weighted mean time of data reception to, and the weighted mean phase; the weights were (Ax) '2. with Ax the radar cross section equivalent of the receiver noise. We also give estimates of echo Doppler frequencies fCOM(t0), as discussed in the text. Epochs are referred to the instant of reception at the telescope reference point, which
for Arecibo is the center of curvature of the telescope's main reflector. Estimation of Doppler frequencies and associated uncertainties is discussed in the t•xt.
The target's apparent radial motion intxoduced a continuously changing Doppler shift into the echoes. We avoided spectral smear by tuning the receiver according to an ephemeris generated from prior estimates of the target satellite's orbit about Jupiter, the orbits of Jupiter and the Earth about the solar system's barycenter, and the rotation of the Earth. We used two virtually identical receiver channels to receive Typical Arecibo radar system parameters during our observations were: transmitter power Px, 430 kW; system temperature Ts, 33 K for zenith angles Z less than 10 ø, increasing almost linearly to about 80 K at Z equal to 20ø; and one-way antenna gain G, 10 TM for Z less than 10 ø, decreasing to about 106'9 at Z (Table 3) . Each block has three panels that show results for echoes obtained on a single date (Table 4) (Table 3) . Each block has three panels that show results for echoes obtained on a single date (Table 5) respectively. Hence the use of four transmitter frequencies at Arecibo gained a factor of about 1.2 in signal-to-noise ratio over that obtainable with two frequencies. At Goldstone, values of N larger than 2 were precluded by the combination of sampling-rate limitations and the fact that the satellites' echo bandwidths at Goldstone's transmitter frequency are 3.6 times larger than at Arecibo's (Table 3) .
Let fcoM(t) denote the
For Arecibo observations, the sampling rate was 11 kHz and a 2048-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used in the spectral analysis, yielding a frequency resolution of 5.4 Hz. For Goldstone observations, the sampling rate was 10 kHz and a 512-point FFT was used, yielding a frequency resolution of 20 Hz. Thus for all our observations, the resolution of the reduced spectra was between 0.5% and 2% of the echo's bandwidth.
In carrying out the data reduction described above, we used block integration times 'g equal to 4 min for Arecibo and 10 min for Goldstone. Thus, for example, an hour of data would be reduced to 15 OC/SC pairs of spectra for Arecibo or six pairs for Goldstone. In our working data set, each specmim is in units of the rms receiver noise fluctuation Ax and is tagged with the numerical value of Ax (square kilometers) of radar cross section per frequency resolution cell. That value varied during the observation because it is a function of the transmit and receive antenna gain and the system temperature, which depend on zenith angle. Our data reduction protocol made it easy to form correctly weighted, properly calibrated, single-run or multirun sums of single-block spectra. All analyses presented in this paper used single-date spectra, that is, weighted sums of spectra obtained for a particular target from observations on a single date. Tables 4 and 5 We list estimates of the ratio !• c = Osc/Ooc and the radar albedos •ee • and •,. As discussed in the text, SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio for the total power spectrum and RRC is root-reduced chi-square for the least squares estimation of Doppler frequency f0 (see text and Table 5) (Table 3) ., ratio, SNR, of each total power spectrum when optimally Tables 6 and 7 list estimates of the OC and SC radar albedos, filtered, that is, when smoothed to a resolution equal to the the total power radar albedo bT = •oc + bsc, and the circular polarization ratio • = Osc/Ooo Uncertainties in radar albedo estimates are dominated by systematic uncertainties in radar system sensitivity, i.e., in pointing, gain calibration, system temperature calibration, Jupiter's contribution to system temperature, and transmitter power calibration. We believe absolute uncertainties in albedo estimates to be between 20% and 50%, and relative (run-to-run and date-to-date) uncertainties to be about 15%. Uncertainties (RRC, the root-sum-square of the postfit residuals) for each estimation. The S(f) model is symmetric but many of our spectra are not, so the estimates of n and f0 might be biased. To explore biases in least squares estimates of f0, we also estimated that quantity in a different way, as follows. Given any candidate value of f0, we flipped the spectrum about that frequency, added the flipped and unflipped spectra together to make a spectrum that was symmetric about f0, and measured that spectrum's bandwidth B'(f0) between the two zero crossings closest to f0. We expect B' to be minimized (and close to the limb-to-limb bandwidth B in Table 3 ) at the "true" value of f0-The bandwidth minimization estimates were noticeably different from the least squares estimates for about half of the Arecibo Callisto spectra and about one third of the Arecibo Ganymede spectra; for these we adopted a subjectively weighted average of the two estimates. For all Goldstone spectra and Arecibo Europa spectra, we adopted the least squares values.
We added the adopted values of f0 to the ephemeris predictions at the weighted-mean receive times t o listed in Tables 4 and 5 For gt c and n we give the statistically weighted mean of the single-date values in Tables 6 and 7 Table 8 . (Table 1 ). The radar refiectivities of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto are approximately in the ratio 4:2:1. Europa's mean value of gc is roughly 7% larger than Ganymede's, which in turn is some 20% larger than Callisto's.
Within the uncertainties, the satellites' mean radar properties are nearly the same at 3.5 cm and 13 cm. Table 9 and Figure   7 show the ratio 7 of the Arecibo 13-cm estimate to the Goldstone 3.5-cm estimate for each quantity in Table 8 Values were calculated according to the Appendix, with the uncertainties in Table 8 E G C E G C E G C Fig. 7 . Estimates of the ratio y of the Arccibo 13-cm value to the Goldstone 3.5-cm value for the radar properties in Table 8 . See Table 9 .
Finally, we note that our 13-cm and 3.5-cm mean values for total power scattering law exponent agree with the previously reported 13-cm results. Estimates of n for Ganymede and Callisto are indistinguishable and smaller than Europa's. If the satellite surfaces were featureless, one could take these results to suggest that Europa is more limb-darkened or has brighter poles than the other two icy satellites. However, as discussed in section 5, the prominent postfit residuals in Figures 2 and 3 reveal the presence of albedo features, some of which might bias estimates of n from single-date spectra.
DIsC-RESOLVED RESULTS
An echo spectrum can be thought of as a one-dimensional image, a brightness scan across the satellite's disc through a slit parallel to the apparent spin vector. Our spectra are plotted with positive frequencies on the left and negative frequencies on the right, so a hypothetical, bright point feature on a satellite's equator at west longitude • would manifest itself as a spike on the left edge of a spectrum taken at rotation phase • (Table 8) . However, Figure 5 shows that disc-integrated values of It c estimated for Callisto at both 13 cm and 3.5 cm are slightly higher than average within about 30 ø of rotation phase 70 ø and slightly lower than average within 30 ø of 270 ø . Hints of rather broadband gc features also can be seen in the top and middle panels of the Callisto plots in Figures 2 and 3 . For Europa and Ganymede, visual inspection of the spectra does not reveal any Itc features.
On the other hand, there are highly significant reflectivity features evident in our 13-cm total power spectra. For the Goldstone spectra, which are weaker and are shown at a coarser resolution, highly significant residuals are lacking, although in many cases one can see correlation between Arecibo and Goldstone spectra at similar phases. The rest of this section focuses exclusively on the Arecibo spectra. More useful constraints on the nature and extent of the albedo features are provided by "global" inversion of the echo spectra. Hudson and Ostro [1990] introduced an approach to making radar reflectivity maps of spherical planetary objects that uses echo spectra acquired as a function of rotation phase and at an arbitrary number of subradar latitudes. The target's albedo distribution is represented by a truncated spherical harmonic series and the Doppler frequency/rotation phase distribution of echo power is expressed as a linear, analytic function of the series coefficients. These equations contain a radar scattering law, of the form cosn0, that is assumed to be uniform and azimuthally isotropic. To estimate the coefficients for the albedo distribution from an observed phase-Doppler distribution (i.e., from a set of echo spectra taken at different rotation phases), the inversion is formulated as a least squares problem and solved directly using singular value decomposition. In our Doppler-mapping inversions, each spectrum's frequency offset from the ephemeris was estimated. Figure 4 compares the frequency residuals from the inversions of the total-power spectra to those from the individual estimations described in section 3.
Albedo
Simulations [Hudson and Ostro, 1990] show that image fidelity suffers if the global scattering law used in the inversion differs considerably from the actual law. A reasonable approach is to treat n as a free parameter and adopt the best value in a least squares sense. Our inversions show very little sensitivity to n unless we constrain the albedo distribution to be uniform, in which case we obtain values of n equal to (1.7, 1.4, 1.4) for the total power spectra of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, respectively. For SC spectra we obtain (1.7, 1.4, 1.3) and for OC spectra we obtain (1.8, 1.4, 1.6). These values differ insignificantly from weighted means of values estimated from fits to individual spectra (Table 8 ). For each of our nine unconstrained inversions, we adopted the value of n from the constrained inversion. Simulations also show that the fidelity of Doppler maps derived from radar data depends on the SNR, which is not very high for our data, and on the sharpness of spectral features, which is rather low for these targets.
A spherical harmonic series of degree L contains (L 4-1) 2 coefficients, and this number represents the number of independent resolution cells placed on the target's surface. The size of L is limited by the rotation phase coverage. The spherical harmonic series contains terms of the form cos(L0) and sin(L0), so L should be less than half the number of single-date spectra. We chose values of L equal to 5, 7, and 8 for Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, corresponding to 36, 64, and 81 cells, respectively.
Generating the maps involved using singular value decomposition to invert the relevant matrices and determining the appropriate truncation level for the singular values [Press et al., 1986] . In this process one can neglect contributions corresponding to small singular values, decreasing noise sensitivity while discarding some of the underlying "true" map. For each satellite and each polarization, we performed several inversions in which additional noise, with the same variance as the receiver noise, was added to the spectra. We truncated the singular values until the resulting albedo maps appeared to be essentially independent of the noise realization, and we used this truncation level in our final inversions. Table 8 . understandable in terms of coherent backscatter theory [Peters, 1992] , which for a half-space of anisotropic scatterers predicts that increasing the ratio of the inelastic mean free path for absorption to the elastic mean free path for scattering from 2 to oo would increase the backscattered intensity by a factor of 2.6
and Itc by a factor of only 1.2. In other words, we expect a much greater range in albedo than in polarization ratio. The absorption of ice increases dramatically as silicate abundance increases; this factor is likely to bear major responsibility for the distribution of radar albedo in the icy satellite system. Conversely, radar albedo might be a crude indicator of ice purity, which might be lowest for the most ancient terrains and highest for terrains that have experienced relatively recent resurfacing. The most prominent features evident in our spectra correspond to surface features whose scale is much smaller than hemispheric. For this reason, these features introduce little variation in the disc-integrated albedo as a function of rotation phase ( Figure 5 ). We stress that the SNR of our spectra is barely high enough to support radar mapping, and that observations with a more sensitive radar might be expected to reveal variations in albedo (and perhaps in polarization ratio) not evident in our data. SNRs achievable with the upgraded Arecibo will be an order of magnitude greater than for the observations reported here. The next Jupiter opposition within the Arecibo declination window occurs in 1999. Meanwhile, radar observations with Goldstone and the Very Large Array can synthesize images free of any north/south ambiguity, permitting more definitive identification of radar features' source regions.
Detailed physical interpretation of the satellites' radar properties in terms of regolith characteristics is beyond the scope of this observational paper, but should be pursued now that a sound theoretical foundation is provided by the coherent backscatter literature. We expect that such efforts will provide useful insight into the connections between radar signature and surface age, regolith composition, and effects of endogenic and exogenic processes. (Research in this area might have ramifications outside planetary science: Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto can be thought of as laboratory samples for the study of weak localization at macroscopic wavelengths.) Of course, the Galileo mission holds the greatest promise for a significant advance in our understanding of these objects. 
APPENDIX: ERRORS IN ESTIMATES

